Navigation Device, Navigation Method and Navigation Program

Information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle is obtained; signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner is obtained; and the signal group information is referenced so that guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point is performed at an earlier time when there is a leading signal of a signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal.
Description
NAVIGATION DEVICE, NAVIGATION METHOD AND NAVIGATION PROGRAM

Technical Field
[0001] The present invention relates to a navigation device, a navigation method and a navigation program.

Background Art


Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[0003] Such related art as described above do not consider cases where preparation pertaining to travel at a guidance-target point is difficult due to a lighting timing of a signal. An example is preparation for travel in line with guidance at a guidance-target point that must be conducted before reaching the guidance-target point. If there is a signal at which the vehicle is extremely likely to stop prior to the guidance-target point, then it is necessary to both take action with respect to the signal (by decelerating and stopping in accordance with the flow of surrounding vehicles) and prepare for travel in line with the guidance, which imposes a burden on the driver.

[0004] The present invention was devised in light of the foregoing problem, and it is an object of the present invention to provide art that considers a lighting timing of a signal and enables a driver to perform preparation for traveling at a guidance-target point in good time.

Technical Solution
[0005] In order to achieve the above object, in the present invention, information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle is obtained; signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner is obtained; and the signal group information is referenced so that guidance pertaining
to travel at the guidance-target point is performed at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of a signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal. According to this structure, guidance when there is a leading signal within a predetermined distance is achieved at a timing earlier than when there is no leading signal. Therefore, based on such guidance, the driver can prepare for traveling through the guidance-target point from an earlier timing than usual. For example, if a lane change is required, then it is possible to watch for an opportunity to perform the lane change from an earlier timing than usual. Thus, according to the invention, the driver can perform a lane change in good time.

A guidance-target point information obtaining unit obtains information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of the host vehicle. Therefore, the guidance-target point information obtaining unit is not limited, provided that the guidance-target point information obtaining unit is capable of obtaining a current position of the host vehicle and obtaining information specifying a guidance-target point ahead in the traveling direction of the host vehicle. The current position of the host vehicle can be obtained based on diverse information obtained by various types of sensors, cameras, communications, and the like. For example, a structure may be adopted that identifies a position of the vehicle using a sensor or a camera, and another structure that may be employed obtains the position of the vehicle using a signal from a GPS, a host vehicle path on a map, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, road-to-vehicle communication, or the like. The guidance-target point in the present specification means a point for which a lane change must be made prior to reaching the point, or a point at which a lane change may be required. For example, the guidance-target point may be assumed as an intersection ahead in the vehicle traveling direction, a point at which a restriction regarding the traveling direction of a lane changes, a point where the number of lanes decreases, a start point of a regulated zone due to road construction, or an entry point into a facility at the side of the road. The guidance-target point ahead of the host vehicle can be obtained by referring to map information, based on the identified current position of the host vehicle, and the guidance route or traveling direction of the host vehicle.

A signal group information obtaining unit is not limited, provided that the signal group information obtaining unit is capable of obtaining signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner. Furthermore, any form of signal group information may be used. However, the signal group information must enable identification of at least a signal (leading signal) farthest upstream in the traveling direction of the road controlled by the signal from among signals forming a signal group. Moreover, the signal group information may
also be capable of identifying which signal group every signal belongs to or what number a signal is among the signal group when counted from the upstream side of the traveling direction. Control of the lighting timing in an interrelated manner means that, a plurality of consecutive signals is controlled such that a lit color thereof changes in an interrelated manner. For example, assuming that the vehicle is traveling at a predetermined speed, the signals are controlled so as to be a color permitting passage when the vehicle arrives at the respective signals. This specification assumes in the following description that since the lighting timing between two consecutive signal groups is not coordinated, the possibility of the vehicle stopping due to the leading signals of each signal group is higher than the possibility of the vehicle stopping due to coordinated signals.

A guidance unit is not limited, provided that the guidance unit refers to the signal group information, and is capable of performing guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point at an earlier timing when the leading signal of the signal group is present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal. Performing guidance at an early timing means lengthening a time or distance until passage through a guidance-target point after the driver is made aware of the need for a lane change (or after providing the driver with material for judging the need for a lane change). Various structures may be adopted as the form of guidance, provided that such structures are capable of prompting recognition of the guidance-target point by the driver. For example, voice or visual guidance may be used, or guidance through vibration. Note that the phrase "leading signal present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side" also includes a case where the signal of the intersection acting as the guidance-target point corresponds to a leading signal.

According to the present invention, the guidance unit may perform guidance at an earlier timing as the number of leading signals present within the predetermined distance increases. A larger number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side also leads to an increase in the number of stops by the vehicle within the predetermined distance. Therefore, circumstances not conducive to performing preparation for traveling through the guidance-target point, i.e., performing a lane change, are likely to occur. For a while after stopping at a signal intersection and starting travel again, there is often little space between following and preceding vehicles traveling in the host vehicle lane, as well as between those traveling in lanes adjacent to and going in the same direction as the host vehicle lane. Performing a lane change is also difficult because there is often hardly any difference in the speeds of the vehicles traveling in the respective lanes. As a consequence, a larger number of stops at signals can result in
circumstances even less conducive to lane changing. Hence, according to the above structure, guidance is executed at an earlier timing as the number of leading signals increases, which enables the driver to perform a lane change in good time.

Furthermore, according to the present invention, the guidance unit performs guidance at a timing when the host vehicle passes a point separated by the predetermined distance on the host vehicle side from a leading signal that is nearest the host vehicle among the leading signals present within the predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side. If there is even one leading signal within the predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side, then it is assumed that there is insufficient time or distance for performing a lane change before reaching the guidance-target point after passing the leading signal. Therefore, guidance may be performed at a timing when the host vehicle passes a point even farther upstream by a predetermined distance from the leading signal farthest upstream, with the aim of enabling the driver to finish changing lanes to the greatest extent possible before arriving at the leading signal farthest upstream among the plurality of leading signals within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the upstream side in the direction of travel. Accordingly, the driver can perform a lane change in good time.

Note that the procedure as described in the present invention of obtaining information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle; obtaining signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner; and referring to the signal group information so that guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point is performed at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of a signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal, is also applicable as a program or a method that performs such processing. The above-described navigation device, program, and method include various forms, and may be realized as an individual device, or realized through parts used in common with respective components provided in the vehicle. Furthermore, modifications can be made as appropriate such as using software for a portion or using hardware for a portion. The invention is also achieved as a recording medium of a program that controls the navigation device. The recording medium of such software may naturally be a magnetic recording medium or a magneto-optic recording medium, and the same holds for any recording medium developed in the future.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a navigation device;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram for explaining a guidance-execution point;
[fig.3] FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing travel guidance processing;  
[fig.4] FIG. 4 is a drawing showing an example of a correspondence relation between a number of leading signals and an additional distance;  
[fig.5] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram for explaining a guidance-execution point;  
[fig.6] FIGs. 6A, 6B and 6C show schematic diagrams of examples for displaying a lane list;  
[fig.7] FIG. 7A and 7B show schematic diagrams of examples for displaying a lane list.  

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0013] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described in the following order.  
(1) Navigation Device Structure  
(2) Travel Guidance Processing  
(3) Other Embodiments

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of a navigation device 10 according to the present invention. The navigation device 10 includes a control unit 20 that has a CPU, a RAM, a ROM, and the like, and a memory medium 30. The navigation device 10 is capable of executing a program stored in the memory medium 30 and the ROM using the control unit 20. In the present embodiment, one such executable program is a navigation program 21, wherein the navigation program 21 has a function for performing advance guidance pertaining to travel at a guidance-target point.

[0015] In order to realize the above function performed by the navigation program 21, the host vehicle (a vehicle installed with the navigation device 10) is provided with a GPS receiver 40, a vehicle speed sensor 41, a gyro sensor 42, a speaker 43, and a display 44. The function performed by the navigation program 21 is realized by these units and the control unit 20 working in cooperation.

[0016] The GPS receiver 40 receives radio waves from a GPS satellite and outputs a signal for calculating a current position of the host vehicle via an interface (not shown). The control unit 20 receives the signal to obtain the current position of the host vehicle. The vehicle speed sensor 41 outputs a signal that corresponds to a rotational speed of a wheel provided in the host vehicle. The control unit 20 obtains this signal via an interface (not shown) to obtain the speed of the host vehicle. The gyro sensor 42 detects an angular acceleration when the host vehicle turns within a horizontal plane and outputs a signal that corresponds to the orientation of the host vehicle. The control unit 20 obtains this signal via an interface (not shown) to obtain the travel direction of the host vehicle. The vehicle speed sensor 41 and the gyro sensor 42 are utilized for correcting the current position of the host vehicle as identified from the output signal
of the GPS receiver 40, and the like. In addition, the control unit 20 corrects the current position of the host vehicle as appropriate based on verification with map information 30a described later.

[0017] By executing the navigation program 21, the control unit 20 performs a route search for the vehicle based on output information from the GPS receiver 40 and map information described later, and also performs route guidance via the display 44 or the speaker 43. In order to perform guidance pertaining to travel at a guidance-target point on the guidance route, the navigation program 21 includes a guidance-target point information obtaining unit 21a, a signal group information obtaining unit 21b, and a guidance unit 21c. The term "guidance-target point" means a point for which a lane change must be made prior to reaching the point, or a point at which a lane change may be required. In the present embodiment, the guidance-target point is described as an intersection where a right turn or a left turn is recommended based on the guidance route.

[0018] In addition, the memory medium 30 stores the map information 30a and signal group information 30b for carrying out the above-described function performed by the navigation program 21. The map information 30a includes node data indicating nodes set on roads traveled by vehicles, shape interpolating data for identifying the shape of a road between nodes, link data indicating connections between nodes, and data indicating landmark objects existing on or around a road. The map information 30a is used for identifying the current position of the host vehicle, performing a route search to a destination, performing route guidance to the destination, and the like. A node corresponds to an intersection or the like, and the node data includes position coordinates and an identifier for the node. The guidance-target point information obtaining unit 21a is a module that realizes in the control unit 20 the functions of obtaining the current position of the host vehicle and obtaining information that specifies a guidance-target point ahead in the traveling direction of the host vehicle. The guidance-target point information obtaining unit 21a refers to the map information 30a, and obtains the identifier and position coordinates of a node corresponding to the guidance-target point based on information specifying the current position of the host vehicle and the guidance route.

[0019] The signal group information obtaining unit 21b is a module that realizes in the control unit 20 a function for obtaining the signal group information 30b that specifies a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner. In the present embodiment, the signal group information 30b is stored in advance in the memory medium 30. Control of the lighting timing in an interrelated manner means that, a plurality of consecutive signals is controlled such that a lit color thereof changes in an interrelated manner. For example, assuming that the vehicle is traveling at a predetermined speed, the signals are controlled so as to be a color permitting passage
when the vehicle arrives at the respective signals. Any form of signal group information may be used to specify a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner. In the present embodiment, a signal is stored associated with the identifier of a node, and each signal is further stored associated with an identifier of the signal group to which the signal belongs. In addition, information is also stored that indicates what number a signal is among a plurality of signals forming a signal group when counted from an upstream side of a traveling direction on a road. A signal farthest upstream among the plurality of signals forming a signal group will be hereafter referred to as a leading signal. FIG. 2 shows a signal group A formed by signals $S_1$, $S_2$, a signal group B formed by signals $S_3$, $S_4$, $S_5$, $S_6$, and a signal group C formed by signals $S_7$, $S_8$, $S_9$. Signals $S_1$, $S_3$, $S_7$ act as leading signals for the respective signal groups. This specification assumes that since the lighting timing between two consecutive signal groups is not controlled in an interrelated manner, there is a high possibility of the vehicle stopping due to the leading signals of each signal group.

The guidance unit 21c is a module that realizes in the control unit 20 a function that refers to the signal group information 30b and performs guidance pertaining to travel at a guidance-target point via the speaker 43 and the display 44 at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal. Performing guidance at an early timing more specifically means lengthening a time or distance until passage through a guidance-target point after the driver is made aware of the need for a lane change (or after providing the driver with material for judging the need for a lane change).

The above description involved the structure of the navigation device 10.

(2) Travel Guidance Processing

Travel guidance processing executed by the navigation device 10 having the above-described structure will be explained. When the navigation device 10 carries out the navigation program 21, the processing shown in FIG. 3 is performed through the functions of the modules provided in the navigation program 21. First, the control unit 20 through processing of the guidance-target point information obtaining unit 21a obtains information on a subsequent guidance-target point (step S100). Specifically, the current position of the host vehicle is obtained, and also obtained is the identifier and the position of a node corresponding to an intersection where a right turn or a left turn is recommended. Note that such an intersection is one ahead of the current position of the host vehicle on the guidance route and nearest the host vehicle. If the guidance route is a route shown by a bold line in FIG. 2, for example, then the identifier and the position of the node corresponding to the intersection of the signal $S_8$, which is an intersection at which a right turn is made, is obtained.
Next, the control unit 20 through processing of the signal group information obtained by the obtaining unit 21b obtains the number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side (step S105). The predetermined distance is set in advance as an approximate distance over which a lane change can be performed in good time, e.g. a distance of approximately 300 meters. In FIG. 2, the two signals S₂, S₃ are present within a predetermined distance from the intersection of the signal S₅ on a host vehicle 50 side. A point of the predetermined distance on the upstream side from the guidance-target point is referred to as a default guidance-execution point P₀. In the present embodiment, lane change guidance is ordinarily performed when the host vehicle passes the default guidance-execution point, which is a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the upstream side.

Next, the control unit 20 through processing of the guidance unit 21c performs guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point, at the guidance-execution point set in accordance with the number of leading signals (step S110). Specifically, based on the number of leading signals obtained at step S105, the distance from the guidance-target point to the guidance-execution point is set longer for a larger number of leading signals so as to enable guidance at an earlier timing. In other words, an additional distance added to the predetermined distance is longer for a larger number of leading signals, and the guidance-execution point is set as a point separated from the guidance-target point on the upstream side by the predetermined distance plus the additional distance. FIG. 4 is a drawing showing an example of a correspondence relation between the number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point and an additional distance further added to the upstream side from the default guidance-execution point P₀. In the example of FIG. 2, there are two leading signals present within a predetermined distance, and therefore the guidance-execution point is set as a point P₁ on the upstream side 200 meters from the default guidance-execution point P₀. Accordingly, guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point is performed at the timing when the host vehicle 50 passes through the guidance-execution point P₁. Voice guidance such as "Turn right at the intersection 500 meters ahead" may be output via the speaker 43, for example.

In this manner, guidance when there is a leading signal within a predetermined distance is achieved at a timing earlier than when there is no leading signal. Therefore, based on such guidance, as preparation for traveling through the guidance-target point the driver can judge from an earlier timing than usual whether a lane change must be made. If a lane change is required, then it is possible to watch for an opportunity to perform the lane change from an earlier timing than usual. Accordingly, the driver can perform a lane change in good time.
In the present embodiment, a larger number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance results in guidance performed at an earlier timing. A larger number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side also leads to an increase in the number of stops by the vehicle within the predetermined distance. Therefore, circumstances not conducive to performing preparation for traveling through the guidance-target point are likely to occur. For example, for a while after stopping at a signal intersection and starting travel again, there is often little space between following and preceding vehicles traveling in the host vehicle lane, as well as between those traveling in lanes adjacent to and going in the same direction as the host vehicle lane. Performing a lane change is also difficult because there is often hardly any difference in the speeds of the vehicles traveling in the respective lanes. As a consequence, a larger number of stops can result in circumstances even less conducive to lane changing. Hence, according to the present embodiment, guidance is executed at an earlier timing as the number of leading signals increases, which enables the driver to perform a lane change in good time. Note that when the host vehicle 50 passes through the default guidance-execution point P₀, voice guidance such as "Turn right at the intersection 300 meters ahead" may be performed again.

(3) Other Embodiments

The above embodiment is only one example for carrying out the present invention. Various other embodiments may be adopted, provided that information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of the host vehicle is obtained; information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner is obtained; and the signal group information is referenced so that guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point is performed at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of the signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal.

For example, in the above embodiment, the guidance-execution point is set in accordance with the number of leading signals present within a predetermined distance. However, guidance may be performed at the timing when the host vehicle passes a point separated from the leading signal nearest the host vehicle by a predetermined distance on the host vehicle side, wherein the leading signal is one among a plurality of leading signals present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the leading signal S₃ among the leading signals present within a predetermined distance on the upstream side from the intersection of the signal S₈, which acts as the guidance-target point, is farthest upstream, and the point Pi on the upstream side at a predetermined distance from the leading signal S₃ is set as the guidance-execution point. Accordingly, guidance with
respect to performing a right turn at an intersection ahead located at a distance ranging from the point P_1 to the intersection of the signal S_8 may be executed at the timing when the host vehicle passes the guidance-execution point P_1. This is to allow the driver to finish changing lanes to the greatest extent possible before arriving at the leading signal farthest upstream among the plurality of leading signals within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the upstream side in the direction of travel. Note that if there is even one leading signal within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side, then it is assumed that there is insufficient time or distance for performing a lane change before reaching the guidance-target point after passing the leading signal. For this reason, guidance is performed at the timing when the host vehicle passes the point P_1, which is even farther upstream by a predetermined distance from the leading signal S_3 farthest upstream. As a consequence, the driver can perform a lane change in good time.

Note that the signal of the intersection that acts as the guidance-target point corresponding to a leading signal is included among cases where the leading signal is present within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side. For example, in FIG. 2, when the intersection of the leading signal S_1 is the guidance-target point, the guidance-execution point may be set as a point about 100 meters farther upstream from the default guidance-execution point, which is separated from the intersection of the leading signal S_1 by a predetermined distance on the upstream side. In the vicinity of the signal S_1 upstream from the signal S_1, vehicles traveling in the host vehicle lane start to decelerate along with vehicles traveling in lanes adjacent to the host vehicle lane, which also suggests that the space between following and preceding vehicles will begin to decrease. Therefore, in this case as well, the occurrence of circumstances not conducive to lane changing is highly likely. Accordingly, an effect identical to the above embodiment can be achieved by performing guidance at an earlier timing than usual in this case as well.

The above embodiment described an example of advancing the timing at which voice guidance is executed. However, various other structures may be adopted as the form of guidance, provided that such structures are capable of prompting recognition of the guidance-target point by the driver. For example, guidance may be performed through vibration. Alternatively, the form of guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point as shown on the display 44 of the navigation device 10 may be varied as follows. FIGS. 6A to 6C show a guidance route (a bold line in each figure), and a lane list that specifies recommended travel lanes when traveling on the guidance route. FIGS. 6A to 6C show a route where a right turn is required at the intersection of signal S_{11}. In other words, the intersection of the signal S_{11} corresponds to the guidance-target point in this case. Ordinarily, as shown in FIG. 6A, a lane list is displayed with a
maximum of three links among the links ahead of the host vehicle on the host vehicle
50 side from the intersection of the signal $S_{i_5}$. If there is a leading signal ($S_{i_2}$) within a
predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle 50 side, then
a lane list as displayed in FIG. 6B or FIG. 6C may be used. In FIG. 6A, the left lane
between signals $S_{i_0}$ and $S_{n}$ is designated as the recommended travel lane, the center
lane is designated between signals $S_{n}$ and $S_{i_2}$, and the right lane is designated as the
recommended travel lane between signals $S_{i_2}$ and $S_{i_3}$. In FIG. 6B, the center lane is
designated as the recommended travel lane from between the signals $S_{i_0}$ and $S_{n}$. In
other words, FIG. 6B shows guidance performed so as to enable a lane change to the
right side at an earlier timing compared to FIG. 6A. Similar to FIG. 6B, FIG. 6C shows
the center lane designated as the recommended travel lane between the signals $S_{i_0}$ and
$S_{n}$, and also displays the recommended travel lane of a link farther upstream than that
between the signals $S_{i_0}$ and $S_{n}$.

[0030] In the above embodiment, the guidance-target point was described as an intersection
where a right turn or a left turn is recommended based on the guidance route.
However, the invention may be applied to other than intersections where a right turn or
a left turn is recommended; the invention may be applied with respect to various
guidance-target points regardless of whether route guidance is being performed. For
example, the guidance-target point may be all intersections ahead in the vehicle
traveling direction, a point at which a restriction regarding the traveling direction of a
lane changes, a point where the number of lanes decreases, a start point of a regulated
zone due to road construction, or an entry point into a facility at the side of the road.

[0031] For example, in FIGS. 7A and 7B, a point $P_3$ indicates a point at which the number of
lanes decreases from three to two, and in such case, the lane-reduction point $P_3$ corre-
responds to a guidance-target point. Regarding vehicle travel, ordinarily as shown in
FIG. 7A, a lane list is constantly displayed of three links ahead, including the link in
which the host vehicle 50 is currently traveling, and it is determined whether a
guidance-target point such as the lane-reduction point $P_3$ exists in a fourth (3 + prede-
termined number) link ahead as counted when including the link in which the host
vehicle 50 is currently traveling. If the lane-reduction point $P_3$ exists and there is a
leading signal ($S_{i_2}$) within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on
the host vehicle 50 side, then as shown in FIG. 7B, a lane list may be displayed of four
or more links ahead, including the link in which the host vehicle 50 is currently
traveling. As a consequence, the driver can recognize the existence of the lane-
reduction point $P_3$ at an earlier timing than usual when there is a leading signal within a
predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side. In
addition, if all intersections ahead of the host vehicle are considered guidance-target
points, then a lane list of three links ahead of the host vehicle may be normally
displayed, and a lane list of four links or more ahead of the host vehicle may be displayed when there is a leading signal between any of the three links ahead. Note that the number of links is not limited to three or four or more as given in the above example. Any number of links may be used, provided that compared to a normal display of a lane list, a lane list of more links is displayed when there is a leading signal between a guidance-target point and the host vehicle.

[0032] It should be noted that the form of signal group information is not limited to that described in the above embodiment. Any form may be used, provided that at least a leading signal among signals forming a signal group can be identified based on the signal group information.

In the above embodiment, the signal group is formed by a plurality of signals. However, the signal group may be formed by one signal. In such case, the signal acts as a leading signal.
Claims

[1] A navigation device, characterized by comprising:
a guidance-target point information obtaining unit that obtains information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle;
a signal group information obtaining unit that obtains signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner; and
a guidance unit that refers to the signal group information, and performs guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of the signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on a host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal.

[2] The navigation device according to claim 1, wherein the guidance unit performs guidance at an earlier timing as a number of leading signals present within the predetermined distance increases.

[3] The navigation device according to claim 1, wherein the guidance unit performs guidance at a timing when the host vehicle passes a point separated by the predetermined distance on the host vehicle side from a leading signal that is nearest the host vehicle among the leading signals present within the predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on the host vehicle side.

[4] A navigation method, characterized by comprising the steps of:
obtaining information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle;
obtaining signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner; and
referring to the signal group information, and performing guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of the signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-target point on a host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal.

[5] A navigation program, characterized by performing in a computer the functions of:
obtaining information specifying a guidance-target point ahead of a host vehicle;
obtaining signal group information specifying a signal group whose lighting timing is controlled in an interrelated manner; and
referring to the signal group information, and performing guidance pertaining to travel at the guidance-target point at an earlier timing when there is a leading signal of the signal group within a predetermined distance from the guidance-
target point on a host vehicle side than when there is no leading signal.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER OF LEADING SIGNALS</th>
<th>ADDITIONAL DISTANCE FROM DEFAULT GUIDANCE-EXECUTION POINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>400m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>700m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 OR MORE</td>
<td>1000m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Fig. 6)

**FIG. 6A**
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**FIG. 6B**
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**FIG. 6C**
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